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Abstract  

The network constructed by a slime mold in the natural world exhibits the shortest route 

between several food sources. A method has been proposed that translates the properties 

of a slime mold into a mathematical model, which is applied to the traveling salesman 

problem (TSP) to obtain an optimal solution. However, some weaknesses exist, such as 

that the processing time increases significantly with an increase in the number of nodes 

in the slime mold algorithm. In this paper, a new slime mold algorithm including partial 

solutions is proposed to improve the efficiency of searching for solutions to the TSP. The 

proposed method divides the TSP area into several partial areas and searches for partial 

solutions, which are then combined into an approximate solution. We perform 

experiments on a computer for the TSPLIB benchmark problems to compare the 

proposed method with the conventional approach.  

Keywords: Slime Mold Algorithm, travelling salesman problem, dividing search area, 

integrating partial solutions  
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Introduction  
A combinatorial optimization is a search for an optimal object from among a finite 

set of objects. Unfortunately, most interesting combinatorial optimization problems are 

NP-hard. In many such problems, an exhaustive search is not feasible [Cook1997]. For a 

combinatorial optimization problem such as the travelling salesman problem (TSP), the 

number of combinations representing possible solutions increases explosively as the 

scale of problem becomes larger, making it is hard to obtain the optimum solution. An 

approximation algorithm returns a solution to a combinatorial optimization problem that 

is provably close to optimal. Approximation algorithms are typically used when finding 

an optimal solution is intractable, but can also be used in some situations where a 

nearoptimal solution can be found quickly and an exact solution is not needed 

[Cook2016, Roberto 2016, Yannakais1994].  

There has been an enormous amount of study of various types of heuristics and 

metaheuristics such as annealing heuristics, genetic algorithms (GAs), and tabu search 

which are based on procedures designed to cross boundaries of feasibility or local 

optimality, instead of treating them as barriers [Michael2017, Xie1996, Xie2015, 

Glover1993]. Reference []Tamura1994] proposed a hybrid approach of a GA and the 

Lagrange relaxation method (LR) where the solution space of the given problem is 

partitioned into several small subspaces and only promising subspaces are searched to 

obtain a suboptimal solution. Reference [Valejo2018] proposed a multilevel approach for 

combinatorial optimization in a bipartite network which consists of iteratively coarsening 

the original network into a hierarchy of smaller sized approximations. Recently, a slime 

mold algorithm has drawn much attention [Valejo2018].  

Many biological systems are composed of unreliable components which selforganize 

effectively into systems that achieve a balance between efficiency and robustness. One 

such example is the true slime mold, which is an amoeba-like organism that seeks and 

connects food sources and efficiently distributes nutrients throughout its body [Li2011]. 

Experimental observations have shown that slime mold will connect multiple separate 

nutrient sources into a variety of final configurations while keeping the total tube length 

short. A method called an amoeba-based computer (ABC) was proposed to quantitatively 

evaluate the optimization capability of the amoeboid organism in searching for a solution 

to the traveling salesman problem under optical feedback control [Zhu2013]. ABC can 

find a high-quality solution for the 8-city TSP with a high probability. However, the ABC 

has some weaknesses, such as that the processing time increases significantly with an 

increase of the number of nodes.  
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In this paper, in order to improve the efficiency of searching in TSP, a new slime 

mold algorithm including partial solutions (pSMA) is proposed. The proposed method 

divides the TSP area into several partial areas and searches for partial solutions, which 

are then combined into an approximate solution. We perform experiments on a computer 

for the benchmark problems in TSPLIB [TSPLIB2018] to compare the proposed method 

with the conventional approach.  

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the target problems and the 

simulation of slime mold. Section 3 introduces the pSMA the proposed method. In 

Section 4, based on the results of numerical experiments, the effectiveness of the 

proposed method is examined. The paper finishes with a short conclusion.  

  

TSP and the simulation of slime mold  
Traveling Salesman Problem  

The traveling salesman problem (TSP) has many applications in operations research. 

It also has a nice structure and is one of the most investigated NP-complete problems of 

combinatorial optimization [Kovacs2018]. The travelling salesman problem (TSP) is to 

find a shortest possible route that visits each city and returns to the origin city, given a 

list of cities and the distances between each pair of cities.   

In this paper, the symmetric TSP is set as the target problem. In the symmetric TSP, 

the distance between two cities is the same in both directions, corresponding to an 

undirected graph.  

Simulation of slime mold  

Slime molds are fungus-like single-celled organisms that can grow into a network of 

linked veins, spreading over a surface like a web. A tubular network of slime mold is 

generated to search for and connect food sources. A slime mold can find the shortest path 

through a maze or connect different arrays of food sources in an efficient manner with a 

low total length, shorter than the average minimum distance between pairs of food 

sources [Tero2010]. Slime mold has evolved to grow in the most efficient way possible 

in order to maximize its access to nutrients [Takamura2009].  

Slime mold forms networks with comparable efficiency, fault tolerance, and cost to 

those of real-world infrastructure networks. The core mechanisms needed for adaptive 

network formation can be captured in a biologically inspired mathematical model that 

may be useful to guide network construction in other domains [Tero2010]. This 

mathematical model is called the slime mold algorithm (SMA) here.  

The SMA is represented using an undirected weighted graph such that the tubes of 

the slime mold are the graph’s edges, the amounts of nutrients are the edges’ weights, 
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and the connecting points are the graph’s nodes (Figure 1). For example, Ni is the i-th 

node, Mij is the edge between Ni and Nj, and Fp is the p-th food source node.  

    

Figure 1  Example of simulating a slime mold network by a graph  

  

   

Slime Mold Algorithm Including Partial Solutions for TSP  
As mentioned above, the conventional slime mold method has some weaknesses, such 

as that the processing time increases significantly with an increase in the number of 

nodes, which is why we propose our new method, the slime mold algorithm including 

partial solutions (pSMA). The proposed algorithm is composed of the following steps: 

(1) generate a mesh; (2) divide the search area; (3) search for a partial solution for each 

partial area by the conventional slime mold method; (4) integrate that partial solutions to 

obtain an approximate solution; and (5) repeat the process of division, search, and 

integration to obtain sub-optimal solutions.  

Mesh generation  

Mesh generation is performed by the Delaunay triangulation method (Figure 2). 

Delaunay's triangulation is to form a mesh comprising triangles whose vertices lie on a 

circumcircle that does not contain any other vertices. Because a Delaunay triangle has no 

vertices within its circumcircle, a Delaunay triangulation is an ideal search structure for 

finding vertices that are far from other vertices [Shewchuk2014]. In the method, given a 

set of points in a plane (Figure 2(a)), triangles are created by the Delaunay triangulation 

method (Figure 2(b)) for all points.  

Figure 2  Meshes generated by Delaunay triangulation method (a) 

set of points              (b) Delaunay triangle  
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Dividing search area  

The procedure for dividing the search area is as follows.  

(1) Draw a vertical border dividing an area into two as follows. The nodes indicating 

the cities of the TSP are rearranged in ascending order of x coordinate, and a vertical 

boundary line dividing the area into two is drawn based on the node located at the center, 

that is, where the numbers of nodes on both sides of the boundary are almost equal 

(Figure 3(b)).  

(2) Draw a horizontal border dividing an area into two as follows. The nodes are 

sorted in ascending order of y coordinate within each divided region, and a horizontal 

boundary line dividing the area into two is drawn based on the node located at the center 

(Figure 3(c)).  

(3) Repeat (1) and (2) until the number of nodes in each area is n or less. Figure 3  

Dividing search area  

(a) set of nodes      (b) dividing according to x     (c) dividing according to y   

  

Searching for partial solution by the slime mold algorithm for each divided area  

The partial solutions of the TSP are searched for using SMA in each divided area. In 

the example shown in Figure 4(a), there are four areas to be searched. In each area, a new 

mesh is created by the Delaunay triangulation method, and a partial solution is searched 

for by the slime mold to generate a path as shown in Figure 4(b).  

Figure 4  Searching for a partial solution by the SMA for each divided area (a) 

divided search areas       (b) partial solutions  

             

Integrating partial solutions to obtain an approximate solution  

The partial solutions of the partial areas are integrated to generate one approximate 

solution of the whole area. First, all the edges connected to the nodes which are located 

on boundary lines are cut (Figure 5(a)). Second, we seek a set V of nodes (black dots) in 

which the number of connected edges is one or less (Figure 5(a)). Third, a traveling route 
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is created by connecting all the nodes of set V avoiding nodes with shorter distances to 

create a circuit (Figure 5(b)).  

Figure 5  Integrating partial solutions to obtain an approximate solution (a) 

cutting edges connected to the boundary nodes  

  
(b) connecting a new traveling route  

  
Improvement of approximate solution by subdivision and search in partial areas  It is 

necessary to search again for solutions in order to improve the accuracy of the created 

approximate solution. However, if all nodes were considered in the search, the 

computation time necessary to generate a solution would be quite large. In this study, we 

just subdivide the search area and search for a part of the approximate solution generated 

already in order to reduce the calculation time.  

First, the approximate solution is divided into a fixed area and a non-fixed area. The 

path in the fixed area is used as part of the next solution. In the non-fixed area, a new 

solution route is searched for. The path length ls of in the non-fixed area is obtained by 

using a probability density function [Tsutsui2007]. After ls is determined, a route is set 

in the non-fixed area from city Ni randomly selected to another city Nj that is distance ls 

from city Ni. This area division is shown in Figure 6.  

Figure 6  Area division  

  

Second, as shown in Figure 7, all the edges in the non-fixed area are cut off in order 

to obtain a new partial solution.  
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Figure 7  Cut off all edges in non-fixed region  

  

Third, a partial solution is obtained by using the SMA in the non-fixed area. After 

connecting the edge Mij between city Ni and city Nj (Figure 8(a)), the partial solution 

including Mij is searched for by using the SMA (Figure 8(b)).  

Figure 8  Obtaining a partial solution by using the SMA in the non-fixed area (a) 

nodes after cutting off non-fixed area  

  

(b) connecting a new traveling route in non-fixed area  

  

Finally, the paths between the fixed and non-fixed areas are combined. After cutting 

off the edge Mij, a path newly generated in the non-fixed area is connected to the fixed 

path to obtain a new approximate solution. If this approximate solution is better than the 

previously obtained solution, then this approximate solution is taken as a new solution. 

Figure 9  A new approximate solution is obtained by integrating two partial 

solutions  
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Experimental results  
For numerical experiments, the nonlinear feedback parameter of the slime mold 

algorithm is set as δ = 1.8, the flow rate of node for the food source is set as Q0=1.0, and 

the distance weight is set as w =3.0 in the edge flow calculation [Tero2010]. All 

experiments are performed 10 times, and the average value is taken as the result.   

In order to verify the efficiency and effectiveness of the pSMA for TSP, as proposed 

in Section 3, and to investigate performance of the pSMA, we compare it to SMA, where 

SMA means the standard slime mold algorithm. For this comparison, the TSPLIB 

benchmark problems [TSPLIB2018] are used.  

We chose eil51, lin105, ch150, d198, and lin318 from TSPLIB as the target problems. 

The area division number is set as 2 in the pSMA. The approximate solution is output 

every 2 seconds, and the execution time for each problem is set to 10 minutes. The 

summary of the obtained results is shown in Table 1. In the table, Best is the average of 

the path lengths of the best approximate solutions after 10 minutes, and the error is the 

relative error between the optimal solution and Best.  

Table 1  Results of SMA and pSMA for the benchmark problems  

problem optimum 

SMA  pSMA 

Best error 

[%] 
Best error [%] 

eil51 426.00 429.41 0.80 428.92 0.68 

lin105 14379.00 14441.09 0.43 14435.06 0.39 

ch150 6528.00 6575.63 0.73 6571.88 0.67 

d198 15780.00 18541.09 17.50 17235.77 9.23 

lin318 42029.00 49029.97 16.66 46999.93 11.83 

We can see that the path lengths and relative errors of the pSMA are better than those 

of the SMA for the benchmark problems. In particular, the difference in the total distance 

between the pSMA and SMA are large for d198 and lin318, allowing us to conclude that 

the pSMA is more effective than the SMA for optimizing the TSP when the number of 

nodes is approximately 200 or more.  
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The changes over time in the path lengths of the approximate solutions to eil51 

obtained by the pSMA and SMA are shown in Figure 10. The horizontal axis indicates 

search time and the vertical axis indicates the path length of the TSP. The solution 

converges at 74 seconds by the pSMA, but requires 100 seconds by the SMA. Finally, a 

slightly shorter path length is obtained by the pSMA than by the SMA.  

Figure 10  Path lengths of the approximate solutions to eil51 obtained by the 

pSMA and SMA  

  

The path length changes of the approximate solutions to lin105 and ch150 obtained 

by the pSMA and SMA are shown in Figure 11. When the number of nodes is about 100 

to 150, the accuracies of the solutions of SMA and pSMA are almost the same, making 

the merit of using pSMA unclear. For small-scale problems, the reduction of processing 

time due to the proposed method was not so much.  

Figure 11  Path lengths of the approximate solutions obtained by the pSMA and 

SMA for (a) 105 and (b) 150 nodes (a) lin105     
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(b) ch150  

  

Figure 12 shows the evolution of path length of the approximate solutions to d198 

obtained by the pSMA and SMA. It can be seen that the pSMA obtains shorter paths than 

the SMA. As the number of nodes increases, the SMA takes much more time to search 

for a single solution, whereas the amount of calculation is suppressed by the pSMA 

because of the divided search area becoming smaller. In addition, the approximate 

solutions of the pSMA are superior to those of the SMA at the initial stage. From this 

result, we also see that the solution generated by dividing and joining partial solutions 

obtained a better approximate solution even at an early stage.  

Figure 12  Path lengths of the approximate solutions to d198 obtained by the 

pSMA and SMA  

  

Figure 13 shows the evolution of path length of the approximate solutions to lin318 

obtained by the pSMA and SMA. As mentioned above, it takes more time to generate the 

first approximate solution as the number of nodes increases; in this case, the first solution 

was generated in 54 seconds by pSMA. In our results, the approximate solution by the 

pSMA at 100 seconds is better than that by the SMA at 600 seconds. However, since the 

final approximate solution of the pSMA still has a large error relative to the optimal 

solution, it is considered that the algorithm became trapped at a local solution.  
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Figure 13  Path lengths of the approximate solutions to lin318 obtained by the 

pSMA and SMA  

  

  

Conclusion  
In this study, a new method referred to as the slime mold algorithm including partial 

solutions (pSMA) was proposed for solving the TSP. In order to reduce the amount of 

calculation, the proposed method divides the TSP area into several partial areas and 

searches for partial solutions, which it combines into an approximate solution.   

We performed experiments on a computer for the TSPLIB benchmark problems to 

compare the proposed method with the conventional approach, examining how the 

approximate solutions obtained by the different algorithms change over time. We found 

that the solution accuracy of the proposed method is significantly higher than that of the 

conventional method for the TSP with 200 or more nodes. On the other hand, when the 

number of nodes was small, the conventional method sometimes showed better 

convergence. In the case of the proposed method, it is considered that excellent 

convergence can be achieved for a larger number of nodes by improving the method of 

determining the proportion of non-fixed areas and the method of integrating solutions.  

Our future work will include adding additional features to our model and improving 

the method of combining the partial solutions into an approximate solution.  
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